There are very few optimal fourth order methods for solving nonlinear algebraic equations having roots of multiplicity m. In a previous paper we have compared 5 such methods, two of which require the evaluation of the (m − 1)th root. We have used the basin of attraction idea to recommend the best optimal fourth order method. Here we suggest to improve on the best of those five, namely Zhou-Chen-Song method by showing how to choose the best weight function. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of International Association for Mathematics and Computers in Simulation (IMACS).
Introduction
There is a vast literature on the solution of nonlinear equations and nonlinear systems, see for example Ostrowski [19] , Traub [24] , Neta [12] and the recent book by Petković et al. [20] and references therein. "Calculating zeros of a scalar function f ranks among the most significant problems in the theory and practice not only of applied mathematics, but also of many branches of engineering sciences, physics, computer science, finance, to mention only some fields" (see [20] ). One simple and well known example is finding the extremal points of a given function F. The candidates for extremum are those points for which F ′ (x) = 0. Most of the algorithms are for finding a simple root of a nonlinear equation f (x) = 0, i.e. for a root α we have f (α) = 0 and f ′ (α) ̸ = 0. In this paper we are interested in the case that α is a root of multiplicity m > 1. Clearly, one can use the quotient f (x)/ f ′ (x) which has a simple root where f (x) has a multiple root. Such an idea will not require a knowledge of the multiplicity, but on the other hand will require higher derivatives. Therefore the amount of information required to achieve a certain order of convergence is higher.
There are very few methods for multiple roots when the multiplicity is known, see e.g. [17, [6] [7] [8] 10, 11, 13, 14, 21, 24, 25, 27] . Some of these methods are considered optimal in the sense of Kung and Traub [9] , i.e. they have a maximal order of 2 n when using n + 1 function-(and derivative-) evaluation per iteration step. For methods containing a parameter, the authors did not discuss the question of choosing the parameter to get the best member. For example, Zhou et al. [28] have presented the family of optimal methods (denoted here by ZCS) y n = x n − 2m m + 2 u n ,
where t n = f ′ (y n ) f ′ (x n ) and φ is at least twice differentiable function satisfying the following conditions
and λ =  m m+2
 m−1 . They did not suggest how to choose the weight function φ(t) but gave several possibilities.
In a previous paper, Neta and Chun [15] have considered the special case of φ:
where
2λ .
It was shown in [15] that the method is equivalent to an optimal fourth-order method given by (75) in [10] . These two methods perform better than the other optimal fourth-order methods in [10, 11] . Here we suggest a rational function φ having two parameters and examine the possibility of finding a better performer. The function is given by
In order to satisfy the conditions (2), we have the coefficients b, c, and d in terms of a and g as follows
We will also consider the following functions φ(t) that Zhou et al. [28] used:
• ZCSpoly
This is a special case of (4) with a = g = 0.
• ZCS21
We prefer the form
In the next 2 sections, we will analyze the basins of attraction to compare several cases of the pair of parameters a and g with (7)- (9) . The idea of using basins of attraction was initiated by Stewart [23] and followed by the works of Amat et al. [1] [2] [3] [4] , Scott et al. [22] and Chun et al. [5] . The only papers comparing basins of attraction for methods to obtain multiple roots is due to Neta et al. [18] and Neta and Chun [16, 15] . They have not considered the methods with such weight functions. In Section 4 we present the results of several numerical examples with six different combinations of the parameters a and g and the methods (7)- (9) . We close with concluding remarks.
Corresponding conjugacy maps for quadratic polynomials
Given two maps f and g from the Riemann sphere into itself, an analytic conjugacy between the two maps is a diffeomorphism h from the Riemann sphere onto itself such that h • f = g • h. Here we consider only quadratic polynomials raised to mth power. Method (1), (3) ). For a rational map R p (z) arising from method (1), (3) 
Theorem 1 (ZCS
The proof can be found in [15] .
where α, β, φ as before and 
Theorem 3 (ZCS21 Method (1), (7)). For a rational map R p (z) arising from method (1), (7) 
where V, T, ν 2 , ν 3 , ν 4 , ν 5 as before and
where V, T, N , β, ν 3 as before and
Theorem 5 (ZCS22a Method (1), (9)). For a rational map R p (z) arising from method (1), (9) 
where V, T, N , ν 2 , ν 3 as before and
Extraneous fixed points
In solving a nonlinear equation iteratively we are looking for fixed points which are zeros of the given nonlinear function. Many iterative methods have fixed points that are not zeros of the function of interest. Those points are called extraneous fixed points (see Vrscay and Gilbert [26] ). Those points could be attractive which will trap an iteration sequence and give erroneous results. Even if those extraneous fixed points are repulsive or indifferent they can complicate the situation by converging to a root not close to the initial guess. Table 1 H f (x n ) for our fourth order methods.
(1), (7)
, (9)
The method discussed here can be written as
Clearly the root α of f (x) is a fixed point of the method. The points ξ ̸ = α at which H f (ξ ) = 0 are also fixed points of the family, since the second term on the right vanishes.
It is easy to see that H f (x n ) for our methods is given in Table 1 .
Theorem 6. The extraneous fixed points for (1), (3) can be found by solving
Theorem 7. The extraneous fixed points for (1), (4) can be found by solving
Proof. The extraneous fixed points can be found by solving (11) . For the polynomial (z 2 − 1) m this leads to a very complicated equation. We will give the solution for several values of the multiplicity. All the computations were done using Maple.
For m = 2 Eq. (11) becomes
where 
where All the fixed points are repulsive except the fixed point ξ = 0, for m = 2, a = −4, g = 4, which is indifferent and the fixed point ξ = ±0.453837415669222i for m = 2, a = −1.51, g = −9.96 which is super-attractive.
Remark. The above results include the case ZCSpoly upon taking a = g = 0. For the other weight functions, the numerator is the same quadratic and so we just have to check that the denominator does not vanish at those points.
Theorem 8. The extraneous fixed points for (1), (7) can be found by solving
Proof. We will give the solution for several values of the multiplicity. All the computations were done using Maple. For m = 2 Eq. (14) becomes
The roots are as follows: ξ = ±0.376053998399425 ± 0.372021694971105i, ξ = ±0.365565414545151 ± 0.101175037160889i. 
The roots are as follows:
For m = 4 Eq. (14) becomes
where The roots are as follows: ξ = ±0.1323752253 ± 0.0005714857100i, ξ = ±0.144323895765696 ± 0.0379527963619449i, ξ = ±0.145310514565242 ± 0.0394468622361660i, ξ = ±0.374148893224887 ± 0.328772261860497i, ξ = ±0.370213286163991 ± 0.193599979476163i.
All the fixed points are repulsive, no exception.
Theorem 9. The extraneous fixed points for (1), (8) can be found by solving
Proof. We will give the solution for several values of the multiplicity. All the computations were done using Maple. For m = 2 Eq. (19) becomes
The roots are as follows: ξ = ±0.293495779172449 ± 0.407670123526465i, ξ = ±0.339862208343043 ± 0.0827798166231053i.
For m = 3 Eq. (19) becomes
For m = 4 Eq. (19) becomes All the fixed points are repulsive.
Theorem 10. The extraneous fixed points for (1), (9) can be found by solving
Proof. We will give the solution for several values of the multiplicity. All the computations were done using Maple. For m = 2 Eq. (24) becomes
The roots are all zero. For m = 3 Eq. (24) becomes
For m = 4 Eq. (24) becomes
The roots are as follows: ξ = ±0.166140901646348 ± 0.0280330990141669i, ξ = ±0.347928616940534 ± 0.250537480519098i, ξ = ±0.347928616940534.
For m = 5 Eq. (24) becomes All the fixed points are repulsive. Vrscay and Gilbert [26] show that if the points are attractive then the method will give erroneous results. If the points are repulsive then the method may not converge to a root near the initial guess.
Numerical experiments
We have used the above method (1) with weight function (4) with 6 different combinations of parameters in (5). We have also used the 3 methods ZCS21, ZCS22, and ZCS22a for comparison. We ran the 9 cases on 6 different polynomials having multiple roots with multiplicity m = 2, 3, 4 and 5. In several cases we have included the basins of attractions to show the best and worst of the nine cases. In general we prefer to have a more qualitative comparison, by computing the average number of iterations required for convergence per initial point. In each case we have taken a 6 by 6 square centered at the origin. The total number of initial points in the square is 360,000 uniformly spaced. The code will assign a color to each point based on the root it converged to. If the method did not converge after 40 iterations the code will assign a black color to the point. We have also used the intensity of the color to indicate the number of iterations, i.e. the lighter the shade the faster the method converged to that root.
Example 1. In our first example, we have taken the polynomial
whose roots z = ±1 are both real and of multiplicity m = 2. The results are presented in Figs. 1-3 . Notice that the darker the shade in each basin, the slower the convergence to the root. Case 8 (Fig. 3) is best because there are no black points and in most cases the method converged to the closest root. The next best is case 7 (Fig. 2) . Here we have some black points and the lobes along the vertical line are larger, which means that at those points the method did not converge to the closest root. The worst performer is case 4 with a = −4, g = 4 ( Fig. 1) . It is clear that we have many black points which means that the method did not converge within the 40 iterations allowed. For multiplicity higher than 2 all the extraneous fixed points are repulsive. Note that case 8 ( Fig. 3) is the only example with no black points. We have not shown the figures for the other cases but collected the average number of iterations per point for each case and each example in Table 2 .
Example 2. The second example is a polynomial whose roots are all of multiplicity three. The roots are −2.68261500670705 ± .358259359924043i, 1.36523001341410, i.e.
The results for only 3 cases are presented in Figs. 4-6. Now that m ̸ = 2 we find that case 5 ( Fig. 5) is best (no black points) and cases 9 ( Fig. 6 ) and 2 ( Fig. 4) are worst. Both of these latter cases have black points. Again, we can see the rest of the results tabulated in Table 2 . The best and worst performers in the last example are somewhere between best and worst performers in this example.
Example 3. The third example is a polynomial whose roots are all of multiplicity four. The roots are the three roots of unity, i.e.
The results are presented in Figs. 7-9. Now case 5 ( Fig. 8) is best and the worst performers are cases 9 ( Fig. 9 ) and 2 ( Fig. 7) . This is the exact same situation as in Example 2, even though the multiplicity is different. Example 4. In our next example we took the polynomial
where the roots are symmetrically located on the axes. The results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Now we can see that the best case is 1 (Fig. 10 ) and the worst is case 2 (Fig. 11) . This is the only example when case 1 was best performer but in all other examples it was close to best.
Example 5. Our next example is having double roots. The polynomial has the three roots of unity,
The results are presented only in Table 2 . The results are different than those in Example 3 even though we have polynomials of the same degree. Based on Table 2 the best performer is case 8 and the worst is case 4. Example 6. In our last example we have the 5 roots of unity all with multiplicity three
The results are given in Table 2 . Based on this table, the best performer is case 5 and the worst is case 2.
We can now summarize that case 1 was best in one out of the 6 examples. Case 2 was worst performer in 4 examples and was never best. Cases 3, 6 and 7 were always somewhere in between, even though case 7 was closer to the bottom than the others. Case 4 was never best performer but was worst in 2 examples. Case 5 was best in 3 examples and was never worst performer. Case 8 was best in 2 examples and case 9 was worst or close to that in 3 examples.
The total averages for each method are given in the last column of Table 2 . It can be seen that overall cases 1 and 5 are best followed closely by cases 8, 6 and 3. The worst performers are cases 2 and 4. Case 2 corresponds to a choice of a quadratic polynomial as a weight function. Therefore it is not recommended to take polynomial weight functions. Note that for m = 2 case 1 is basically the case analyzed in the previous paper [15] . If m ̸ = 2, then the best performers are cases 1 (a = −4, g = 0) and 5 (a = −6.01, g = 8.04). Therefore we have found better performers (always in top 4) by using a quotient of two quadratic polynomials.
Conclusion
In a previous paper [15] , we have shown how to choose the coefficients of a weight function in the form of a quotient of two linear polynomials for the method due to Zhou et al. [28] . Here we have analyzed the possibility of using a rational function being a quotient of two quadratic polynomials. We have also included the other cases originally suggested by Zhou et al. [28] . We have ran 9 cases with the first 6 being new with a certain choice for the parameters a and g and the last 3 are those suggested by Zhou et al. [28] . In case 2 the extraneous fixed points are all complex and in case 4 there are no extraneous fixed points. These cases were the worst. Cases 1 and 5 performed best overall. Therefore we have found better performers than the ones originally suggested by Zhou et al. [28] and the best performer in the previous paper [15] . We can also conclude that one should not choose a polynomial weight function (case 2).
